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Darkflash DLM200 computer case
Are you looking for a computer case that will allow you to assemble the computer of your dreams? The Darkflash DLM200 model will be
an excellent choice! It allows you to mount HDD and SSD drives, and allows you to use useful ports, for example, USB 3.0 and USB 2.0. At
the same time, it is compatible with a wide variety of components and features a modern, original design that catches the eye and gives
it a unique character.
 
The computer you dream of
Assemble  yourself  a  computer  that  you  will  enjoy  working  or  even  playing  at.  The  DLM200  case  is  compatible  with  motherboard
standards such as M-ATX and ITX,  and it  also allows you to install  a  160mm high CPU cooler  and a graphics card up to 300mm long.
There are also 4 slots for expansion cards, as well as space for HDD or SSD drives. The possibilities are almost endless!
 
Efficient cooling system
With the DLM200 case you can easily assemble a computer that can handle even extremely demanding games and will  not overheat.
You can install up to 6 120mm fans or 4 140mm fans in it. There is also space for 240mm or 360mm water cooling. All this will allow you
to take care of keeping the temperature of your equipment at an optimal level.
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Tailored to your needs
Enjoy comfortable work at your computer. The Darkflash DLM200 chassis is equipped with a number of ports and buttons that you are
sure to find useful. Among other things, it offers a USB 2.0 interface, a headphone/speaker output and a USB 3.0 interface for high-speed
data transfer. If you frequently transfer files between devices, this will be the perfect option for you - it will save you time!
 
Original design
Do you  care  about  the  perfect  appearance  of  your  computer?  The  Darkflash  DLM200 case  will  certainly  meet  your  expectations!  The
transparent  side  panel  made  of  tempered  glass  and  the  front  panel  with  an  interesting  mesh  structure  will  allow  you  to  achieve
interesting visual effects, for example, in combination with RGB fans. What's more, both panels can be easily disassembled to replace
parts or clean the hardware.
 
Brand
Darkflash
Model
DLM200
Color
Black
Housing type
Mini Tower
Motherboard standard
M-ATX, ITX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Front panel
Metal
Dimensions
381x208x425.5mm
Disk mounting spaces
HDD x2 / SSD x2
Expansion card slots
4
Maximum graphics card length
300mm
Max CPU cooling height
160mm
Power source mounting location
Bottom
Fan mounting options
Front: 120mm x3 / 140mm x2 fan;Rear: 120mm x1 fan;Top: 120mm x2 / 140mm x2 fan;(no fans included)
Water cooling mounting options
Front: 360mm water cooling;Top: 240mm water cooling;
Front panel connectors
USB 3.0 x1, USB 2.0 x1, headphone/speaker output, microphone input, Power, Reset, LED

Preço:

Antes: € 54.5013
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Agora: € 52.00

Jogos, PC Cases
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